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PREAMBLE
The Washington Military Alliance (WMA) was initially established under a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) issued
by Governor Christine Gregoire of the State of Washington in 2012. The objective of the advisory body was to
conduct an analysis of the state’s military installations to ascertain the individual installation’s compatibility with
pending national defense budget cuts and troop reductions, as well as outlining the major strengths of the individual
bases and their ability to accommodate the growth of current missions and the acceptance of new missions. Multiple
recommendations were provided in response to a possible Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) action,
including formalizing the WMA.
The WMA was formalized under Governor Jay Inslee in September, 2014, with the dedication of staff and program
resources through the Washington State Department of Commerce Military and Defense Sector Program. This new
version of the WMA is dedicated to the health of the defense industry, community support partnerships, and
infrastructure support. This document establishes the framework for the WMA, including its mission, role, functions,
membership, governance, and operations.
The organization will continue to operate under the governor’s MOA, serving as an advisory board to assist state,
federal and local officials with policy decisions. It will also take on additional functions that have been identified as
areas of need to maintain and grow the military and defense sectors in the state.
The updated structure will retain existing participants in the MOA and will allow for the addition of other supporting
organizations. Just as when the WMA MOA was established, the effort will continue to be staffed by personnel from
the Washington State Department of Commerce Military and Defense Sector Program. The new structure allows the
WMA to operate as a formal organization. The WMA will lead programs and initiatives as well as execute on agreed
upon roles and actions to support the military and defense industry across the state in the same spirit in which it was
formed but within an organized and efficient structure. This new WMA structure will provide an enhanced mechanism
to deliver on its mission and to enhance its impact across the state.
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WMA ORGANIZATION PLAN
OVERVIEW/DESCRIPTION
The WMA is the state’s leading organization supporting the military and defense sector. This umbrella organization
is the primary point of contact for statewide issues and initiatives to maintain and strengthen the sector in Washington.
It is an association whose members consist of local organizations and constituencies that represent and support the
military and defense sector across the state of Washington.

VISION
Washington State leads the nation in serving its military and defense sector by providing a welcoming, collaborative,
and supportive environment for current and future missions, installations, and defense industries and technologies.

MISSION
The Washington Military Alliance (WMA) is a coalition of partner organizations collectively dedicated to enhancing
the strength and health of military and defense related activities throughout the state. The WMA provides a framework
for collaboration in the state between local governments, military installations, defense community support
organizations, industry associations, state agencies, and economic development organizations to coordinate activities
and resources in support of Washington’s military and defense sector and collect and disseminate economic
information about its impact and fluctuations.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES


To protect military and defense infrastructure;



To promote military and defense industry vitality;



To facilitate military and defense partnerships statewide; and,



To maintain and disseminate information on the state’s military and defense sector.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES


Advocate and educate at the local, state, and national levels the importance of the state’s military
infrastructure (including installations, missions, and workforce) and defense industries as key economic drivers
in Washington;



Coordinate local, state, and federal partnerships in order to maximize economic, civil, commercial, cultural,
educational, and social opportunities presented by the military and defense sector;



Partner with member organizations to support each military installation in accomplishing their current and
future missions;



Sustain momentum in support of the Washington State military and defense sector;
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Position the state to retain current military infrastructure and attract new assets;



Work with the Department of Commerce and local economic development organizations to support the
defense sector supply chain through retention, expansion, and recruitment opportunities;



Convey the needs, issues, and concerns of the state’s defense communities and industries to appropriate state
and federal entities; and,



Serve as an information, data, and programmatic resource for communities impacted by military basing,
mission, and procurement decisions.

COORDINATION AND RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WASHINGTON STATE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Washington State Department of Commerce has been instrumental in the establishment of the WMA by providing
staffing support and overhead. However, the WMA is not an office within Commerce. The Department of Commerce
is a government agency housed within the Administrative Branch of the State of Washington. The WMA serves
multiple roles, including acting as an advisory body to state, federal, and local government. Its membership consists
of volunteers who have sector expertise and represent broad constituencies. Commerce and the WMA will closely
collaborate and support the mission and vision of each organization. Going forward, each organization has a distinct
role to play in supporting the state’s military and defense sector.

WMA
• Educating and advocating at the local,
state, and national levels
• Installation and community support
• Collecting and disseminating defense sector
data
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• Providing technical assistance to businesses
in the defense sector
• Attracting, retaining, and expanding
defense contractors
• Worforce development support
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MEMBERSHIP, LEADERSHIP, AND STRUCTURE
WMA membership is open to any association, constituency, group, or organization having an interest in the WMA’s
mission, goals, and objectives. WMA leadership includes a board of directors, an executive committee, and an
executive director. Day-to-day activities of the organization are managed by the executive director and supported by
a professional staff. Additional support and resources are provided by other agencies and organizations, including
the Washington State Department of Commerce.

MEMBERSHIP
WMA members represent a wide array of organizations and sectors that share a common interest in supporting
Washington’s military and defense sector, including defense community support organizations, military support
organizations, industry associations, public sector officials, and economic development organizations in state. The
general membership serves as an advisory body for the organization, providing general input and feedback on issues
related to the military and defense sector in the state.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The initial WMA board of directors will be made up of the existing 11 members of the OEA advisory committee. This
body will transition to become the new board of directors and will ultimately total up to 25 members. The board will
meet in person every 60 to 90 days with a minimum of four times a year.
The board of directors is the primary decision making body of the organization and will vote on key issues brought
before the board. It acts on behalf of the organization in oversight of the management of the organization, budget,
and implementation of the work plans of other committees, task forces, and the organization overall. Board members
will contribute resources on an annual basis in support of the WMA and its programs and initiatives.
Responsibilities:


Provide recommendations and help to set action items, as identified and developed by the executive
committee, with advice from the WMA’s general membership



Develop and implement an annual work plan



Authorize an annual budget



Meet as necessary, but not less than quarterly, to coordinate WMA activities

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Four of the members serving on the existing executive leadership team as a part of the OEA advisory committee will
become the new WMA executive committee and will be joined by the executive director of the WMA. The fivemember executive committee consists of two co-chairs (one from each side of the state), a secretary, a treasurer, and
the WMA executive director.
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Responsibilities:


Lead decisions regarding strategic, financial, and program goals



Lead management oversight and evaluation of the executive director



Designate committee appointments and convene a nominating committee to identify new members and board
members to be approved by the board, as well as candidates to run for executive officer roles



Meet monthly

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The executive director is the WMA’s primary point of contact and provides organizational leadership and
coordination of support activities provided by other agencies and organizations. This position is the face and voice
of the WMA to the public, community partners, state, and Pacific Northwest.
Responsibilities:


Provides daily management of WMA activities and programs



Reports directly to the executive committee and board



Acts as the lead spokesperson for military and defense issues in the state



Advocates on behalf of the military and defense sector at the local, state, and national levels



Actively participates on behalf of the state in the Association of Defense Communities



Communicates with the governor’s office and state legislature on military and defense sector issues, needs,
and opportunities in the state



Coordinates resources and staff support provided by other agencies and organizations

COMMANDERS COUNCIL
The Commanders Council serves as a primary advisory group to the WMA regarding Washington’s military
installations and any potential impacts DOD basing decisions may have on the state. As a non-voting body, the
council holds no WMA decision-making authority.
Participants (ex-officio):


Washington State Adjutant General (TAG)



Commanders of major military installations



Commanders of major military commands
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SUBCOMMITTEES
The WMA may be supported by technical experts, advisors, community staff, and leadership in various agency, nonprofit, and institutional capacities. The executive committee forms subcommittees as necessary to carry out the specific
recommendations and strategies of the organization.
Current WMA Standing Subcommittees:


Installation and Mission Support



Industry and Supply Chain Support



Military Community Quality of Life



Workforce Development Support

MILITARY AND DEFENSE SECTOR STAKEHOLDERS
While official membership in the WMA is reserved for representatives of multi-stakeholder organizations, there are
significant leaders in the state of Washington with expertise and experience in the military and defense sector who
do not represent an organization but want to contribute to the effort. These key individuals will be regarded as military
and defense sector stakeholders who provide expertise, feedback, and support to the WMA as well as inform and
educate their network about the important role of the organization. While not official members of the WMA,
stakeholders will be regularly informed about activities of the organization and its impact on the military and defense
sector in the state.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
Board and Committee Meeting Procedures:


Full board will meet in person every 60 to 90 days, with a minimum of four times a year.



Committees will meet as often as their work is required, monthly at a minimum.



Organization task forces/sub committees are project-driven and will meet as needed. A task force will be
established when the executive committee or board of directors identifies a specific project/initiative with a
defined timeframe. The executive committee will identify and appoint a chair of the task force, who will then
appoint members of the task force.



Committee reports will be completed each month and submitted to the executive director. Reports will include
new, ongoing, and completed activities; monthly committee meeting notes; and attendance.



Committees will provide a report on their activities during each board meeting.



The secretary will take complete and accurate minutes of each board meeting through staff support. Minutes
will be sent to the board with the agenda for the following meeting.
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EXISTING STRUCTURE
OEA Advisory Committee
• 11 members
Executive Leadership Team
• 4 members
Director of Economic Development for the Military
and Defense Sector
• Staff lead
• Commerce employee
Commanders Council
• Ex-oficio members
Subcommittees
• Four standing subcommittees

NEW STRUCTURE
Board of Directors (up to 25)
• Formed by existing OEA Advisory
Committee members and new members
Executive Committee (5)
• Formed by Executive Leadership Team and
Executive Director
Executive Director
• Provides daily management of the WMA
• Commerce employee with staff and
programs supported through federal
funding by Commerce, memberships and
event revenue, and grants
Commanders Council
• Remains the same
Subcommittees
• Formed by executive committee as necessary
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ACTIONS TO FORMALIZE THE WMA
The following list includes the actions required to formally establish the WMA as a functioning organization.
1. Create a founding board of directors of up to 25 members. Each member must be committed to the
development of the organization and to the execution of its mission, and must be willing to lend their credibility
to leverage their community relationships to form a successful new organization.
• The initial core of this group will be the 11 members of the OEA Advisory Committee that were selected during
the MOA formation.
• Several other organizations and leaders have been engaged in the creation of the new organization and
those stakeholders are ideal founding or future board members, as well.
• As an association of associations, specific individual representatives from organizations should be identified
to serve as board members. These individuals should be decision makers from within their organization and
should have significant oversight over their organization.
2. Establish by-laws and approve the governing structure for the WMA. Model by-laws are being
created as a part of the planning process and should be reviewed and approved by the founding board of
directors.
3. Elect a founding executive committee. The founding board of directors will elect an executive committee
who will serve for a 2-year term. The committee members will include two co-chairs representing differing parts
of the state, a secretary, a treasurer, and the executive director. The initial executive committee will be made up
of the executive leadership team and will transition, by approval of the founding board members, to the new
executive committee.
4. Create an annual budget for the organization. The executive committee, under the leadership of the
board treasurer, will establish the organization’s first annual budget. This budget will require flexibility, as revenue
coming from new funding sources will be unpredictable. One-time expenditures will be made to start the
organization and unforeseen expenses might arise as the organization is establishing itself. In subsequent years,
the annual draft budget will be produced by the executive director and the board treasurer, presented to the
executive committee, and then presented to the full board of directors for approval in the first quarter of the
WMA’s annual budget cycle.
5. Establish a board meeting calendar. Create an annual board calendar that includes all board meetings,
committee meetings, community events, and fundraising event dates. The calendar should be updated for each
board meeting and be included in all board meeting minutes to accurately reflect revisions and additions. Publish
the calendar on the WMA website once it is completed.
6. Create a board member orientation process. Create an orientation program for all new and existing
board members to increase their effectiveness and ability to advocate for the organization. Utilize this as an
opportunity to introduce board members to the organization, and articulate roles and responsibilities.
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ONGOING RESOURCE AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE WMA
Currently, the State of Washington appropriates funding to pay for the salary, benefits, and activities of the executive
director and support staff. The State also provides funding for WMA facilities, supplies, and overhead.
The WMA will adopt a formal funding program that will support the organization. It will be a support structure made
up of contributions from the public sector, the organizations engaged with the WMA, along with ongoing funding
from the State of Washington. This structure will have two tiers of membership (board level and membership level)
with associated benefits including voting rights, recognition, access to industry data, and others. Some organizations
may lack the funding resources to make financial contributions and could instead participate in the WMA via in-kind
contributions.
In addition to state funding and membership fees, the WMA will pursue outside grants to support specific initiatives.
The organization may also generate revenue by hosting sponsored events and offering industry data and information
products.
This formal fundraising structure will be determined by the board of directors during the first year of the body’s
existence. Existing revenue will maintain the WMA’s first year of operations in the interim.

INITIAL ANNUAL BUDGET GOAL
STATE FUNDING
ANTICIPATED MEMBERSHIP CONTRIBUTIONS
ANNUAL “STATE OF THE DEFENSE SECTOR”
EVENT AND REPORT
ESTIMATED TOTAL GOAL
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$300,000
$75,000– $100,000
$20,000
$395,000– $420,000
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES
The operations and day-to-day functions of the WMA are driven by the executive director, who works to coordinate
all necessary tasks required to fulfill the organization’s mission. The executive director keeps the members, the State
of Washington, and partner organizations coordinated, focused, and informed so that the WMA can support the
overall health of the state’s military and defense sector. Below are the primary tasks the WMA will be engaged in
over the next 24 months.


Advocate on behalf of the Washington State military installations and defense industries at the federal level.



Raise awareness of the sector's importance to the state's economy among elected officials and the public.



Provide resources and planning assistance to communities negatively impacted by military force cuts or
defense-related industry loss.



Collect and disseminate data on the health of the military/defense sector.



Prepare regular forecasts of federal defense-related spending in the state of Washington.



Support the Department of Commerce in facilitating and expanding defense procurement opportunities for
Washington businesses.



Encourage defense contractors to work with the Department of Commerce to access technical assistance
programs and best practices.



Host an annual "State of the Sector" event and unveil an economic impact report.
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MEDIA RELATIONS RAPID RESPONSE
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The WMA will serve as the primary point of communication and information for the defense and military sector in the
State of Washington. As so, the WMA must be prepared at all times to quickly respond to national announcements
regarding the military and defense industry and their potential impact on the state with the unified voice of its
membership. As previously indicated by WMA analysis, the State of Washington is home to a significant number of
both military installations and defense contractors. The ongoing uncertainty regarding federal defense spending and
military force structure could have adverse impacts on the state.
The membership of the WMA is spread across the state and individual volunteer members are often not immediately
available due to their full-time responsibilities and obligations. The WMA exists in many ways to mitigate impacts to
the military and defense sector in the state and, therefore, needs to communicate what it sees happening and what it
is doing to keep the state’s defense sector healthy. In order to be prepared to respond to any news that might positively
and negatively affect the state of Washington, the WMA will employ the following media relations rapid response
guidelines.
Tools to support the organization’s media relations will include:


An internal media contact policy, limiting public comments from the WMA to only a specific set of leaders
within the organization (e.g., the executive director and the executive committee). These leaders should either
have media communications experience or have been provided media relations training.



A media contact list for quick communications to the media in the region.



A press release template for consistency of content and for ease of future creation and distribution. This will
include the role of the WMA (who it is, what it does, and why) and a description of the military and defense
sector in the state, including its economic impact.



If negative or positive news is anticipated, the executive director should prepare an appropriate press release
and talking points articulating the position of the WMA. If possible, these communications pieces should be
discussed with the execuitive committee.



The executive director is given the permission to communicate in print, electronic, radio, or television on
behalf of the WMA membership in the event of a significant announcement affecting the state’s military and
defense sector. The executive director will follow up with the executive committee to inform them of the
communication and share the communication and circumstances with the WMA Board as soon as possible.

As a next step, a long-term communications strategy will be drafted that will include a review of existing and potential
target audiences, as well as marketing materials, themes, and channels. It will also include strategies for aligning
messages communicated by the WMA and local support organizations regarding changes at local military
installations. Finally, it will feature a long-term strategy for telling the WMA story, including its history, current activities,
and future plans for raising awareness of the importance of the military and defense cluster to the state.
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APPENDIX: STATE MILITARY ORGANIZATION CASE
STUDIES
To help inform the WMA organization and operations plan, TIP researched nine state military support organizations
to identify potential models and best practices. This research included directly contacting individuals within the
benchmark organizations. These states were chosen based on their significant military and defense sectors and the
presence of statewide military support organizations. In general, most state military support organizations are arms
of state government. In addition, their primary mission is protecting military installations from force reductions and
future BRAC rounds. The full results of the research are provided in the tables below.

CALIFORNIA
ORGANIZATION

California Governor’s Military Council

CONTACT

Wade Crowfoot
Deputy Cabinet Secretary, Senior Advisor, and Staff Director of the
Governor’s Military Council
crowfoot@gov.ca.gov
(415) 702-5212

DESCRIPTION

Established in 2013, the council’s mission is to support the infrastructure and
gather information on how the state can assist the military & defense
industries. The council consists of approximately 20 members, all appointed
by the governor, ranging from business leaders to military executives. The
council holds meetings/calls 5-6 times per year.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET

State Government
N/A – employees are funded through other agencies such as the CA Military
Department

STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

2 FTEs
The mission of the Council is still being determined but it is actively assisting
with defense and military issues identified by local leaders.
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CONNECTICUT
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Connecticut Office of Military Affairs
Robert Ross
Executive Director
(860) 270-8074 – ofc
Bob.ross@ct.gov
This state office has been around since 2007 and is co-located with the
economic development office.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING

State Government
The budget typically ranges from $250,000 to $400,000 annually.
The executive director is the only full-time employee and he reports directly to
the Governor

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

The office is responsible for promoting and coordinating statewide activities that
enhance the quality of life of all branches of military personnel and their families
and to expand the military and homeland security presence in the state. This is
accomplished by coordinating efforts to prevent the closure of downsizing of
infrastructure; maximizing the State’s input into the federal BRAC process;
acting as a liaison to the congressional delegation and lobbyists; reviewing and
making recommendations for State policies; overseeing the implementation of
recommendations of the Governor’s Commission for Economic Diversification;
and preparing a report of activities and recommendations annually to the
governor and joint standing committees.

OTHER

The Office of Military Affairs also has access to the State Bond Commission
and a $50M authorization for military and defense efforts. The office is
currently considering updated legislation.
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FLORIDA
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Enterprise Florida
Rocky McPherson
VP, Military & Defense Programs
rmcpherson@eflorida.com
(850) 298-6652
Originating approximately 15 years ago, Enterprise Florida is an economic
development organization. For many years, EF had a small staff of two, but
expanded that number to five as a result of BRAC, with three members
designated as a Defense Taskforce. The taskforce has a dedicated budget
and 13 members but works in conjunction with Enterprise Florida.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

Economic Development Organization
$5M-$6M annually
5 FTEs: 1 VP, 1 Grant Mgr, 1 Executive Director, 1 Grant Mgr, 1 Admin
The mission is to preserve, protect and enhance Florida’s military missions
and installations. They accomplish this by working closely with base
commanders to prevent encroachment impacting mission capabilities,
maintaining and expanding the missions of Florida military installations,
improving transportation access, assisting installations in meeting DOD
renewable energy goals, and strengthening state support for military families
with a focus on education, healthcare, employment and family programs.

OTHER

The state also has the Florida Defense Alliance – a volunteer organization
acting as a forum for communication with approximately 75 members meeting
twice annually. Enterprise Florida operates a grant program for military and
defense needs.
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KANSAS
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Governor’s Military Council
John Armbrust
Executive Director
john@manhattan.org
(785) 776-8829 – O
(785) 375-3399 – M
Created by permanent executive order (E.O. 07-05) in 2004 the Kansas
Governor’s Military Council consists of no more than 30 members including 6
federal legislators, 4 state legislators, 12 community member (mostly private
sector), 3 university reps and 5 commanders. The Council meets 3-4 times per
year.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

Council
N/A
1 FTE and 1 consultant in DC
The Council attempts to optimize the military presence in Kansas, fosters
cooperation, pursues initiatives to enhance quality of life, promotes the state,
participates in outreach activities, and more.
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MARYLAND
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Maryland Office of Military Affairs
BGen Mike Hayes, USMC (ret.)
Director, Maryland Office of Military Affairs
(410) 767-2988 – ofc
(410) 365-1713 – cell
michael.hayes@maryland.gov
This Office has been in existence since 1999 and expanded after the 2005
BRAC round.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET

State Government
The majority of the budget is funded by OED and goes directly to staff salaries
and grant support ($25k-$50k/yr). It does receive some small member dues
that typically support grant efforts.

STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

4 full time state employees: Director, Clerk, +2 support
2 part time contractors: one at 80%, the other at 60%
Maryland OMA activities include: ensuring the vitality of the installations,
congressional action, B2B support, and economic impact of installations (with
university help).

OTHER

In addition to the Office of Military Affairs, Maryland has a Military
Installation Council, of which Brigadier General Mike Hayes is the Executive
Director. This group operates primarily as an information forum and consists
of a variety of different unpaid, appointed volunteers including six cabinet
heads, members of the House and Senate, delegates and more for a total of
22 (including BGen Hayes). BGen Hayes also indicated that their office
usually takes the lead on military affairs and then informs/updates the
governor’s office but has substantial autonomy.
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NORTH CAROLINA
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

North Carolina Military Affairs Commission
General Mabry “Bud” Martin
Chairman, North Carolina Military Affairs Commission
(336) 577-1551
mabry.e.martin@gmail.com
Established in 2013 by SB 613, the mission of the North Carolina Military
Affairs Commission is to lead the coordination and planning for protecting
military installations, improving quality of life and encouraging military related
economic growth through the involvement and interface between Commission
members, installation commanders, community leaders, state and federal
agencies, and other associated organizations. The Commission consists of 21
members; 5 appointed by the House, 5 by the Senate and 11 by the
Governor. It meets quarterly (coinciding with the commanders’ meetings) and
rotates meetings throughout the state.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

State Government
$1M - $1.6M
1 FTE
Providing advice, counsel and recommendations to the Governor, the NC
General Assembly, the Secretary of Commerce and other State agencies on
initiatives, programs and legislation that will continue and increase the role
that NC’s military installations, the National Guard and Reserves play in
America’s defense strategy and the economic health and vitality of the state.
The Commission will recommend actions to protect the existing military
infrastructure in North Carolina, maintain a high quality of life for military
members and their families, and to promote new military missions and
economic opportunities for the state and its citizens.
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OKLAHOMA
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Oklahoma Strategic Military Planning Commission
Mike Cooper
Chairman
mc2913@att.com
(918) 230-7754
Created informally in 1994-1995, this organization was formalized in 2000.
It has no paid employees and the board consists of five members (civic
leaders, economic development, etc.) from areas where there are
installations. The governor also appoints a member of the House and Senate,
a general counsel, and veteran’s affairs representative. It meets monthly and
its budget ranges from $1.3M-$1.5M and is used on projects (not salary).
Funding is contingent on a local match (typically 10%).

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES
OTHER

Commission
$1.3M-$1.5M used on projects (not salary)
All volunteer members, no FTE’s
Their activities range from creating legislation to consulting and facilitating.
The Commission has bonding capacity of up to $100M for BRAC related
causes and often partners with other agencies (often transportation) for
additional funds.
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TEXAS
ORGANIZATION

Texas Military Preparedness Commission

CONTACT

Keith Graf
Director of the Aerospace, Aviation and Defense & Texas Military
Preparedness Commission
Office of the Governor
(512) 475-0487
kgraf@gov.texas.gov

DESCRIPTION

Created in 2003 and headed out of the Office of the Governor, the TMPC
focuses mainly on the state’s military installations and lets the economic
development office(s) handle the private sector. The commission consists of
13 unpaid members (travel and expenses are reimbursed), all appointed by
the Governor on staggered 6 year terms. They hold meetings quarterly.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

State Government
Currently working on a $1.5M budget for two years ($750k/yr)
2 full time state employees; 1 intern
Biannual reporting, economic impact analyses, and creation of advocacy
agenda

OTHER

The TMPC works closely with the Texas Commanders Council and try to
coincide the TMPC meetings with the TCC quarterly meetings. The TMPC has
access to the Texas Military Revolving Loan fund which has bonding authority
of $250M to be used to infrastructure. The TMPC also has a grant program
that requires legislative approval but has been used to mitigate BRAC risk.
The program has awarded $33M to date.
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VIRGINIA
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT

DESCRIPTION

Virginia Military Advisory Council
Mike Coleman
Military Relations Liaison
Secretary of Veterans & Defense Affairs
(804) 225-4521 - O
(804) 971-8520 - M
mike.coleman@governor.virginia.gov
There are two military groups in the state; the Virginia Military Advisory
Council (VMAC) and the Virginia Commission on Military Installations and
Defense Activities (Commission). The VMAC was formalized in 2006 as a
result of the 2005 BRAC round. Prior, the group had been informally meeting
as an ‘advisory council’ consisting of installation commanders. Generally, the
Commission creates the agenda for the state and the VMAC is responsible for
the implementation. The Commission is volunteer and the VMAC has a small
staff compensated by the Commonwealth.

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
BUDGET
STAFFING
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

State Government
N/A
4 FTE’s: secretary, deputy secretary, executive assistant, policy specialist
VMAC activities are far ranging but often address quality of life, higher
education, workforce, and child care. The Commission typically sets the
advocacy agenda. The VMAC is also responsible for annual reporting.
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